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abstract 
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la obtaining good signal definition, but are not recommended for long'range 
operation, or where any tyoes of electrical Interference are present. 
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SHORT POISE TECHNIQUES FOH HIGH DEFINITION RADAR STSTENS 

I.   BBBpjgETJM 

The tern "short-pulse technique" aa used In this'report applies to the 

Investigation and the solution of the following probleaai (a) the effect of 

variation of the pulse length of a radar system on the signals received froa 

various types of targets and such as land signals, airplanes, boats and ships, 

and froa various forms of clutter such as clouds, sea clatter and windowj 

(b) the factors to be considered In the design of components to be need to 

produce short pulses, and the corresponding receiving and indicating 

required to display such puleesf and (c) the effect of short pulses on 

signal definition, and minimum range* 

The study of short pulses «as initiated in Group 44 as a oountemeaaure 

against such types of Interference as window and false signals, as well as a 

method of reducing the signal return from clouds. Previous work at longer 

pulses had shown that the intensity of a signal from a cloud formation could 

be reduced by us<ng shorter pulses. Since the signal return from Window and 

false signals is of the same nature as that from a cloud, it was felt that 

tbia typo of interference could be largely eliminated by the use of very abort 

pulses. In addition, it was considered important to determine to what extant 

the problems of minimum range and signal definition could be solved by the 

use of vtry short nulses and correspondingly narrow antenna patterns. 

ii. fiaaam PBCMrnw ae aaaa 

The work on short pulses has been carried out on three systems, the 

D2-1, Jl-1, ar.d S-2. These three systems are located on the roof of the 

Qeorge Eastman laboratory where they ooanand a fairly good view of the 
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sarroanding vicinity. These sots are not preproduotion models for any system 

used In the field by the armed forces« They ere used primarily In connection 

«lth the experimental work carried on by Oroup 44. 

The 02*1 Is an experimental X-band system operated at a wavelength of 

3*2 on with a peak power output of approximately 100 Kw. It la completely 

flexible so that any type of radar equipment can be used In connection with It« 

The r-f system of the D2-1 Is made up of the following components. A A8 Inch 

paraboloid, fed by a dipole antenna array mountod at the end of a waveguide 

transmission line. Is used as the antenna system to furnish a narrow antenna 

beam. 1.6° wide at the half-power points. A waveguide transmission line 

approximately 20 feet long and containing three rotating joints is used to 

transmit the r-f power from the magnetron to the antenna system. The function 

of three rotating joints is to allow the antenna system to be rotated contin- 

uously In aslmuth, to be tilted in elevation from -5 to * 75°, and to be 

changed from horizontal to vertical polarisation while the system la scanning 

in aslmuth or elevation. The r-f power Is furnished by a 725A magnetron. 

The modulator used on this system Is a hard tube modulator designed and 

ballt especially for a! ort pulse work. It will furnish pulses ranging in 

length from 0.6 to 0.03 useo. The peak voltage end current available arm 

20 kv at 30 amperes. 

The receiver used on the system is a special broad band type designed 

for short pulse wer . It has an i-f pass band of 15 He/sec centered at 30 He/see. 

This paea band can be narrowed to 7 He/see and 1.5 Me/see by the insertion of 

the a;>proprlate filter networks. The i-f amplifier has sufficient pain at all 

pasa bands for noise to saturate. The receiver Is mounted on the mixer and 

duplexer In the waveguide transmission line and the video signals are applied 

at 5 volts maximum amplitude through a 75 ohm cable to the video amplifiers. 
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the Indicators used Include three Intensity modulated Indicators and 

an A-seope. The Intensity nodulated indicators consist of a 5-in. m-e SEX 

«1th sweep lengths of 5, 50, and 100 miles, a 7-in. m-e PPI «1th aweap length« 

of 10, 30, and 50 miles, and a 7-in. m«m PPI with sweep length« of 1, 2, and 

3 «lies. The latter is used for high definition mapping of near-by targets. 

A 7-Mc/sec non-linear video amplifier i3 used to drive these tuba«. The A-seops 

consists of a 5-in. cathode ray tube «1th signals being applied to It by • 

10-Mc/seo video amplifier, which has sufficient gain to produce a 3-ln. 

deflection on the scops from an input signal of 5 volt«* The sweep ap—da 

available vary from 5 to 0.005 in./nsee, I.e., 150 yards to 300 miles for the 

fall 5 In. sweep. 

The central control unit consists of a crystal controlled accurate ranglag 

«alt which furnishes the main trigger to the modulator and the Indicators, 

and also a delayed trigger «hlch can be continuously delayed out to 100 miles. 

This trigger is used to delay the sweep on the A-seops so that any desired 

portion of the entire range can be presented on an expanded sweep. The 

trigger repetition frequency can be varied from 250 to 4000 pulses/sec. In 

addition the control unit furnishes 1 mile end 10 mile rangenarks «hieb aaa 

be applied either to the A-eeope or the PPI's. 

The Jl-1 system is en experimental S-band system operating at • «ev«- 

length of 9.1 em with a peek power output of approximately 50 kv. Th« function 

of this system is very similar to the D2-1 and it has the same degree of 

flexibility. 

The r-f system of the Jl-1 contains the following components. A 48-ln. 

paraboloid fed by a dipola array mounted on the end of • stub-supported trans- 

mission line is used as an antenna system to give an antenna pattern of 5° at 

half power points. The r-f power is transmitted fron th. magnetron to the 

antenna by «sens of a 20-ft. stub 'supported transmission line containing three 
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rotating joints. These rotating joints allow the same freedom of notion In 

the antenna system as is possible in the antenna system of the D2-1, The r-f 

poser Is furnished by a 2J25 magnetron. 

The modulator used In this system Is of convential design, modified to 

give pulse lengths verying in length from 5 usec down to. 0.10 nsee. It is 

a hard tube type furnishing pulses at a peak voltege and current of 15 kv 

at X amperes. 

The receiving and Indicating components are also similar to those used 

in the D2-1. The receiver Is identical in passband and gain characteristics, 

tat it has an input designed for an S-band mixer. The indicators used consist 

of a 7-ln. m-e BEI, a 7-in. m-e PPI, and the same 7-ln. m-m PPI with the fast 

sweeps as is used on the D2-1. This indicator is located on the Indicator 

table half way between the two systems and can be used on either system merely 

by switching selsyn controls and video signals. A 7 Ho/see video amplifier is 

used to drive these indicators. The A-scope used on the Jl-1 ie identical to 

that used on D2-1. 

The central control system on Jl-1 consists of a crystal controlled 

accurate ranging' unit which contains tro J-scopea (circular trace tubes). A 

2000-yard sweep and a 32,000-yard sweep are applied to these tubes, and any 

desired 2,000-yard section on the 32,000-yard sweep tube oan be presented on 

the fast sweep scope. In addition, any 32,000-yard section extending out to 

460,000 yards can be presented on the 32,000-yard scope. This unit furnishes 

the main triggers for the modulator and Indicators. The trigger repetition 

frequency een be varied from 250 to 4,000 pulses/sec. 

The most recent experimental system incorporating advanced design features 

has boon given the designation S-2. It Is located on a penthouse on the roof 

of George Eastman Laboratory at M.I.T. From this position the system has an 

unobstructed view in all directions except in the direction of the main done 
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OB H* X. f. Ulis system hat both an S-band and an X-band radar set bullt 

lato lt. Tha Z-baad system «as designed primarily for work OB short poises 

«bile the S-band system «as used aainly on other AJ studies. 

The antenna system used on S-2 consists of a 7 x 11 foot out paraboloid* 

This la a horlsontal grid structure «ith a grid spacing of 0.5 1B* Tola 

paraboloid is fed by mesas of born type antennae at the ends of the waveguide 

transmission lines. The total length of transmission line in either system 

does not exceed 10 feet. This antenna system can scan continuously la aaimuth 

aad froB -5 to «10 deg. la elevation. Only horlsontal polarisation oaa be used, 

due to the construction of the reflector. The beanmidth la 1*8 dag* la 

aslmuth at half power points on S-band, and 0.6 deg. OB Z-band* 

all r-f and receiving components for both system« are located la a oab 

«hieb la mounted on the rear of the antenna system. The maguet aad magnatroa 

of the S-band system are located in the cab. The modulator la located la the 

control room and the pulse ia transmitted to the magnetron by means of a 

high-voltage pulse cable and a pulse transformer. The modulator, magnetron, 

aad magnet of the Z-band system are mounted in the cab. The high voltage, 

screen, and bias supplies, and the trigger are supplied by components la tha 

control room and transmitted to the cab components by means of slip rings* 

- Tha slip ring assembly used on S-2 consists of four sections. Oaa section 

wrt«1"t 70 silver slip rings and silver graphite brushes for use la trans- 

ferring the low voltage (115 volts) a-e and d-o power. This section also 

haadloe all video connections, aad systems controls used by the two systems. 

the second section consists of two larger concentric rings which handle tha 

screen and bias voltage supplies for the Z-band modulator* The third sectloa 

coBsists of one largo ring which supplies the high voltage for the modulator, 

the fourth sectloa Is a coaxial rotating joint which la used to transmit tha 

high-voltage pulse up to tha S-band magnetron. 
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Slnoe this X-band system «as designed primarily for ehort-pulae work» 

special eapbasis baa been placed on the components used. The modulator need 

was specially designed and built for this particular work. It furnishes 

pulses varying in length from 0.20 usec damn to a minimum of 0.02 nsee to 

• high power BTL 4J50 magnetron. 

The following receiver and ladiceting units are used* A apeolal wide 

band receiver with an i-f pass band of 35 Mc/seo is used to receive the vary 

short pulses. The video output from this receiver is fed to a special «Ida- 

band (35-He/see) video amplifier and A-acope. This A-acope has sweep spssda 

varying from 20 to 0.0005 in./usee, i.e., 40 yards to 1000 miles for the foil 

sweep. The intensity modulated indicator used at present is a 7-in. m-wi PPZ 

with sweep lengths ranging from a minimum of 2 miles up to 000 alles. A 

12-Mc/sec video amplifier is used to drive this tube. 

in. aiOJff'PV^'S-WPWAM PEKQF A*" BESSgJB ftPTilWP 

the construction of a radar set to be used for short pulse work involves 

Hi« application of some principles nhich usually will not cause any trouble 

if neglected in conventional radar design. These principles will be discussed 

in connection with the various components whose behavior is determined by them. 

As is well known, the pulse length ucod by any radar system is determined 

by the modulator which produces the high voltage pulse applied to the magnetron. 

lb designing such a modulator certain important principles should be observed. 

fundamentally, a hard-tube modulator is nothing more than a high powered video 

amplifier. Thus, any principles Involved in making a videu amplifier with a 

very wide pans band are applicable to the design of short-pulse modulators. In 

designing a short pulse modulator, one must first decide on the pulse length 

and pulse shaping desired. The rise time desired on the pulse «ill determine 

the hlfhest frequency response required, and the shape of the pulee will 
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determine «hat type of puls* forming network la required, 1.«., whether a 

Htwrt nad« up of • mil or large number of lamped eoaataat —otioM or 

whether a longth of cable la naadad. 

Tha faetora to ba observed la tba design of abort polaa modulators 

alfht ba la the following ill stray oapaoltaaoaa and 

laduetaaeea ar:at be kept at a minimum. All ground laada anat ba aa short* 

aa poaaible, I.e., If possible, all Modulator ooaponaata 

ground aad aa dose together aa should ba aounted oa tba 

tha neeeaaary high-voltage precaution« «111 pernit. All other connecting 

«lraa anat ba aa abort aa poaaible, i.e., If one wishes to keep the pulse 

short aad properly shaped, long leads should not be uaed between the modulator 

and aagaetroa, or in the modulator itself. Transformer coupling oaanot ba 

uaed for pulses shorter than 0.125 uaeo, since the present pulse tranaforaara 

do not have a good enough frequency response to pass shorter pulses. Also 

they cause ringing on the top of and following the pulses. Snob ringing 

oaanot ba tolerated if one la interested In minimum ranges. Jitter-free 

tubas anat ba uaed in the triggering circuits, since any auch trigger 

InatabUltar will spoil the presentation of the signals observed, unless tha 

■adulator furnishes the Bester trigger for the ether units. In a modulator* 

triggered system, It is Impossible to view signals at a minimum, range, duo 

to the atartlng time of tl.e indicators, Idodulator tubes should have a high 

traaaooaductance aad very low lntereleetrode capacity, aa well aa high power 

dissipation. High-power triodes arc not satisfactory, due to their change 

la capacitance with change in gain and because so mack power la required to 

drive them properly. Finally, all screen and bias supplies should be wall 

regulated ao that the operating characteristics of the tube will not nhinge 

whan the pulse length or repetition frequency is changed* 
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an Ideal abort—pulse mdnlatcr would to OM utilfth produces a vwy 

polee with • vary abort rise tiae, a flat top with no «pH» at the front «Aft, 

•ad a fairly abort decay tlao «1th no riegln« following the polMi. Sea* 

progreeo has toaa aada toward this goal la the work oa abort pulses. Three 

different aodulotera have been built and tested on system» In eoaneetloa with 

Ulla werk* The voltage pulses, available la each ease, have very abort rise 

tlaea ( 0*02 pate), they are reasonably flat oa top, the dsoey tlae la 

approdlaataly 0*2 paee, and there is no ringing following the pulse. Three 

dlffarant types of pulse forming netnorks have been used la these aodulatora 

«itb comparable results. These modulators were tested on a 725A, a MX, and 

a 8TI 4790 magnetron. Each magnetron operated satisfactorily at all pulse 

lengths. Contrary to popular belief, the fast rise tines on the pulses did 

not cause the tabes to Jump modes. Tho only tlae that instability of this 

tape «as observable, occurred when excessive spikes were present on the 

leading edges of the pulses. 

Since the present design of the short-pulse modulator la quite different 

froa that of the first modulator used in this work, a brief survey of short« 

pulse aodulator development as carried out in this group will be given. 

The first modulator used was a standard nodol modified to attempt to 

produce short pulses. It consisted of a combination of a pulse forming network 

aad a blocking oscillator to produce a lou-voltage pj.se.  This pulse wea 

applied by means of a transformer to a driver tube which in turn was transformer 

coupled to the modulator. The output was applied to the magnetron through 

connecting wires about 15 inches long. Tills modulator was modified to produce 

pulses varying in length from 5 usec down to 0.05 uscc. It worked satisfactorily 

at pulse lengths down to 0.25 psec, but below this value the pulse had a very 

peer shape and there was considerable ringing following the pulse. The errors 
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la UM design of this modulator um (a) tho driver mit «H tailt on • 

bakellte chassis «lib BO heavy ao—on ground} (b) transformer Peopling 

excessive ringing following the pulsej (o) • puls« transformer m used la 

tho formation of the pulse — this method is unsatisfactory at pulse lengths 

shorter than 0.125 naec due to the frequency response of the pulse transformier» 

(d) the poor plaeaaant of components necessitated long connecting leads» 

(a) the power supplies for the screen and bias voltages were poorly regulated | 

and (f) the poise shape was spoiled b; the long connecting leads between the 

Modulator and the magnetron. 

Sines this first modulator was not aatlsfaootgr a second one waa designed 

and constructed for work on short pulses. In this modulator, special attention 

baa bean given toward eliminating the defeats listed above. The entire 

nodulstor is built on a steel chassis with components placed so that load 

lengths are on abort as possible. In addition, a change In pulse length fron 

its majdaon length of 0.6 usec down to tho minimum of 0.03 uaee does net 

oaasa the screen or bias voltage to vary more than 2ff. The circuit diagram 

of this modulator is given in Fig. 1. The action of this modulator is aa 

followai A positive trigger is applied to the first blocking oscillator. 

Ibis oscillator acts as an isolating circuit so that any siae Input trigger 

emu bo applied without affecting the operation of the modulator. The output 

trigger fron the isolating circuit is applied to a second blocking oscillator 

«blob furnishes a high voltage trigger with a very fast rise time (400 volts 

jsaaa) to the hydrogen thyratron. The plate of the hydrogen thyratron la 

peopled to the primary of an air-core transformer. The secondary of this 

transformer is toned to the fundamental of the desired pulse rhile the primary 

la toned to some frequency much loner. When the thyratron fires, the secondary 

of the transformer begins to oscillate at its resonant frequency. It la 
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■11—ti to aaojaiato for • positiv» half cycle, Una la sharply 

by a diode eoanoetod aereaa It. Dua to th« 2tl atap up ratio of too 

tfensforaar, tola positive half cycle baa a voltage of approadaataly taloa 

that aereaa th» thyratron. This positive high voltage pulae is applied 

bet—a the grid and the cathode of th» driver tube (3E29), and the 

bootstrapping action drives the grid of the 3E29 beyond the voltage required 

for plate saturation. Consequently the output taken off the oathode of the 

tobe la a square, flat-top pulse with very steep sides. This pulse is applied 

directly to the tee modulator tubes (JDZL'ts)  which In turn pulse the magnetron. 

foe aagnetron la mounted adjacent to the output terminals so that the 

connecting loads are as short as possible. The pulae length Is changed by 

«hanging th» air-core transformer and the 3329 cathode resistor. These 

components are mounted on an octal socket nhich Is plugged Into the front 

panel of the modulator. 

the msTJawm poser output obtainable from this modulator Is United 

by the modulator tubes which In thl3 case are Incapable of furnishing 

poises greater than 20 kv and at peak currents of 30 amperes. Higher 

voltage cannot be obtained from the type of modulator tube used here because 

of the Internal arcing which occurs between elements In the tube. 

the puls» lengths obtained «ere determined by measuring the voltage 

poles on e fast sweep synchroscope, and checking the r-f output by means 

of the spectrum analyser. The frequency difference between the first 

minima on each side of the center of the r-f spectrum for the different pole» 

lengths is given in Table X. 

1 v 
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TABU Z. Theoretical and measured frequency differences for the r-f 
■poet» of a magnetron operated at different pulse length«. 

Pulse length In Theoretical frequency Measured 
difference In Me/see difference in 

0.60 

0.29 

0.10 

0.09 

0.03 

3.3 

8.0 

20.0 

40.0 

66.0 

3.9 

6.0 

20.0 

40.0 

98.0 

■hen the shortest pulse length was used It was impossible to obtain 

an aeeurate measurement with the spectrum analyser because (1) the spectral 

analyser receiver has an i-f pass bond centered at 35 Mc/aec, consequently 

the spectre on the upper and loner side bands overlapped somewhat when the 

frequency sweep «as extended far enough to include the complete speotrus| 

and (2) the local oscillator In the spectrum analyser did not give a constant 

output over the frequency range required for the spectrum presentation. 

These modulator tests shown in Table I were made using the short-pulse 

modulator previously described and a 725A inecnetron oscillator. Similar 

results were obtained using a LVX ir^-it-tron. The short-pulse modulator Is 

now used In the 02-1 experimental system. 

The modulator built for use en the ".-2 was besed on the results obtained 

on the 02*1 modulator. One of the limitations of the 02-1 modulator was the 

high voltage of the pulses obtainable. Since the 725A magnetron was operating 

at these short pulses at 20 kv without arcing, it was felt desirable to 

determine the maximum hif^h voltage pulse that the 725A magnetron could stead 

without Internal arcing occurring. Also, since tho new BTL high power X-band 

magnetron was availaMo, it wan »bceejary to have.a modulator which could 
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furnish voltage pal«*« M high as 30 kv. With these requirements in mind, 

• high power ■hart-pulse Modulator «as designed end constructed. The result 

is e Modulator capable of furnishing 35 kv pulses at peak currents of 70 

ssjperes. The pulse length can be varied froa 0.20 nsec down to a minlonm 

of 0.02 usec. 

A vis« of the Modulator is shown in Pig. 2. As can be seen, all com- 

ponents are placed in such s way that all lead lengths are at a ainlaun. A 

heavy ground consisting of a brass plate on which all of the com- 

eliminates The parasitic troublesome ground currents, 

resistors In the modulator plate leads were eliminated without introducing 

parasitic oscillations by connecting all of the plates in common to a heavy 

brass plate. There were no atray inductances due to lead lengths in the 

plate elrc'it because the one terminal of the coupling condenser was 

connected directly to tho brass plate end at the other terminal to the 

Magnetron which, along with the electromagnet was built into the modulator. 

the viewing scops in the upper corner is >sed to view the voltage pules» 

Xt has a 3 inch cathode-ray fc.;be Kith sweep speeds varying from 1 to 12 in.^iseo. 

The Magnet used is a water-cooled electromagnet capable of producing a iwgaetie 

field of 12000 gauss between pole pieces spaced a distance equivalent to that 

la a BTL AJ50 magnetron. A closed water-cooling system with forced circulation 

is need to cool the magnet and the magnetron. 

A diagram of the modulator circuit is given in Fig. 3. Its operation 

is as follows! A positive trigger is applied to the blocking oscillator 

trigger amplifier which produces a high-voltage, fast-rising (600 volta^isee) 

for the hydrogen thyratron (4C35). The hydrogen thyratron fires 

the pulse forming network which has been resonance charged through 

the Inductance and diode to a voltoge appropriately twice that available 

between the positive and no. ativo s-ipply. When the thyratron fires it 
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ahort-cirauite the pulse farming line and a positiv« voltage equal to 

half that across tha Una appears across the resistor In the cathode circuit 

of the thyratrun. Ibis voltage remains at tbla level «bile the voltage wave 

travels don to the end of the network and Is reflected baok out of phase to 

osnool the voltage aeroea the resistor. The actual resistance »bleb la supposed 

to natch the lnpedanoe of the pulse forming network la composed of the 20-obm 

resistor In the thyratron cathode circuit and the grid resistance of the nod* 

ulator tubes «hen they are driven positive* Sines the pulse shaping depends 

on this «etching resistance, it is important to choose the operating condition 

of the modulator tubea so that the grid Impedance «111 be correct. The positiv* 

voltage pulse thus produced is applied directly to the grids of the four 6D21 

«adulator tubea. The output from these tubea ia applied directly to the magnetron* 

The pulse-forming networks used in this modulator are made up of sections 

of high-voltage 50-oha pulse cable. The shortest pulse (0.02 peso) la produced 

by • section of cable 5 feet long. This section is rigidly mounted in the 

modulator. «1th a high voltage coupling on the free end. Longer pulses are 

obtained merely by adding longer sections to the short section. The high voltage, 

ooupllnga change the characteristic impedance of the cable somewhat but not 

enough to affect seriously the pulse shaping. The maximum pulse length obtain- 

able by this method depends on the length of accessible cable. The a 

length in this modulator «as restricted by the size of the coupling condenser 

bat—an the modulator and the magnetron. At longer pulse lengths, the slight 

droop caused by the condenser discharge caused some instability In the magnetrc 

operation* The pulse lengths obtained with this modulator «ere measured by 

means of the voltage pulse, the r-f pulse and the r-f spectrum. The photo» 

graphs in Fig. 4 oho« the \oltago pulses end the corresponding r-f pulses. 

In the case of both the voltago pulaoa and the r-f pulses, the ringing 

observed Is caused mainly by the lead length«, in tho scopes, and by the oablaa 
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to OB—mat the modulator to tho scope. Ont baa only to remember tha 

high-frequency eoapooanta präsent in such short pulses to appreciate tha 

problaaa anoonatered la presenting snoh pulse shape» properly* The photo- 

graphs In Fig. $ show the r-f spectra for the different pulse lengths along 

with the corresponding voltage pulses. 

A modulator using this same circuit but with lower-voltage tubes and 

a pulse-forming network made up of limped constants was constructed to test 

the effect of short pulses on the operation of the LVX magnetron. The circuit 

used a 3C45 thyratron and a 3E29 modulator tube. The pulse forming networks 

for the two pulse lengths were made up of three section L-C networks. The 

photographs In Fig. 6 show the voltage pulses, current pulses, and r-f spectra 

for tha two pulse lengths tried. 

The operation of the modulator used on the JM. system is very similar 

to that of tho 3-2 modulator. Two 5D21 modulator tubes are used and tha 

driver unit consists of a 3G45 hydrogen thyratron with a pulse-forming network 

aada up of lumped constant L-C circuits. The matching Impedance for the 

pulse-forming network is located between the cathode of the thyratron and 

ground. The cathode of the thyratron is condenser coupled to the grids of 

the modulator tubes. Resonance charging of the pulse-forming network is 

not used in this circuit. This modulator furnishes pulses varying in length 

from 5 peso down to a minimum of 0,10 psec. The maximum power output of tola 

modulator ia limited by the 15-kv high-voltage supply. However it is adequate 

for the type of magnetron used. 

Rather extensive tests have been made on the operational characteristics 

of the X-band magnetrons when operated at these various pulse lengths. Mariana 

power output has been measured as a function of pulse length, magnetic field, 

and voltage. In general, the results agreed with results obtained at longer 

pulse lengths. The graph in Fig. 7 shows the rela^icnship of madam power 
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output to pulse length« the efficiency of the magnetron if also shown for 

the different poise lengths* 

A summary of the results of these tests is as follows! 

(1) the peak power output of the magnetron increased as the pulse length 

was decreased. The peak power output varies inversely as the square 

root of the pulse length ratio« 

(2) The magnetron could bo operated at much higher voltages with the 

shorter pulse lengths. 

(3) The magnetrons were sore stable and had a highs** output and efficiency 

when operate! at high voltage and low currents than vice versa. 

(4) The r-f spectrum had c°°d shaping at all pulse lengths if the voltage 

pulse was properly shaped. 

(5) Host of the magnetrons tested, when operated with short pulses« performed 

batter at higher repetition frequencies. 

(6) The shaping of the pulse had a great Influence on the stability of the 

magnetrons. Fast rise times did not cause any instability unless there 

was a spike on the front edge of the pulse, 

(7) The starting time of the magnetron varied between the different types 

of magnetrons. In general, the 725A magnetron seemed to have the shortest 

starting time« 

17. RECEIVER ASP IMDICATOR DESIGW 

The i-f bandwidth of any receiver used in a radar system is usually 

chosen with respect to the pulse lsn^U? ussd by the system. In order to 

have a maximum cignal to noisa ratio in a radar receiver, it is necessary 

to have the i-f bandwidth of the receiver set at com3 optimum value to receive 

as much energy from the returning pulse as possible without also receiving a 

largo amount of noiso. Studios on the optimum bandwidth fo-.» reavers indicate 
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that the i-f pus band should be approrlnataly 1.2 times the reciprocal 

of th« pulse length used. Thus, for the very short poises« vide i-f pass 

hands are required ~ e.g., for a 0.10-usee poise length the i-f pass band 

should be 12 Mo/see, while for the 0.03 »sec pulse the i-f pass band should 

ha 36 He/see. The minimum pass band which should be allowed for the video 

sapllfier is one-half that of the i-f pass bend. If the video pass band 

is narrower than this some loss In signal strength will occur as well as 

vary poor pulse reproduction. If one is interested in good pulje reproduction 

the video pass band should be wider. Also» if a system is to be operated 

under conditions where off-frequency c-w interference is encountered, the 

video pass band should be as wide as the i-f pass band. A more complete 

discussion of this condition is given in a report by Allred.^' 

The receivers used on the D2-1 and the Jl-1 systems weie designed and 

built for the reception of pulses as short as 0.10 ueec. They have an i-f 

pass band of IS Mc/sec centered at 30 Mc/oee. These receivers consist of 

14 single-tuned stages arranged An seven sets of staggered pairs. The pass 

band is changed by inserting a two stage narrow band i-f amplifier in plaea 

of the regular amplifier stages numbers 9 and 10. Plate detection is used 

at the second detector and the video signals from a cathode follower are 

fad to the video amplifiers at a 5-volt level through a 75-ohm line. Typs 

6AKS tubes are used in the i-f section, and 6AQ7 tubes in the video section. 

The receiver used on the S-2 X-band system is also of special design. 

It has an i-f pass bond of 35 Mc/sec centered at 80 Mc/sec. It consists of 

15 stages of 6AK5 i-f amplifiers arranged in three sets of staggered 

quintuplets. The second detector is a plate detector. Ihe video signals 

are fed down to the video amplifiers at a 1 volt level through a 70-oha 

video cable. 

(1) C. M. Allred and A. L. Gardner. R. L. Report Bo. 910 
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Tho«e irf —pi If IT» were designed «ad built followinf th« design theory 

for «id« band i-f amplifiera worked oat by B. Wallaon*3' Th« elreult« for 

Hi«— two i-f amplifiers «r« shown In Figs. 8 and 9* * photograph of th« 

35 MO/MO reoelver is shorn in Fig. 10« 

the video amplifiers used on the intensity modulated indicators ware 

of standard construction. Shunt peaking «as employed to obtain the 

necessary bandwidth. Type 807 tubes were used in the last two stages. Th« 

indicator tubes were all driven in parallel across a 75-ohm terminating 

resistor. Positive signals were applied to the grids of the indicator tubes. 

The Indicators were connected together by what is called "patchcord technique." 

The grids of the intensity-modulated tubes were connected to the center 

conductor of a 70-obm cable prcperly terminated at the last tube. Th« 

connections between tubes were made by plug-la jacks in such a way that th« 

terminating resistor at any tube «aa opened when the cable leading to another 

tuba «aa plugged in. 

The type of A-acopo used on the 02-1 and Jl-1 oontaina a 5-in. cathode-ray 

tuba «1th an 8-Mo/eec video amplifier built Into the unit. This video amp- 

lifier consists of a 6AC7 tube driving a 6V6 phase Inverter. The signals 

from the phase Inverter are taken off the plate and the cathode of th« 6V6» 

These signals are applied to the grids of two 6A07's which in turn drive two 

807'a. The latter tubes apply the signals to the deflection plates of th« 

cathode-ray tube. Shunt peaking is used on the 6AG7's and the 807's. This 

amplifier has sufficient gain to give a 3-ln. deflection on the screen of 

the cat! ode ray tube when a 5-volt signal is ap lied at the input. 

The A-scops «tnc' video amplifier used on the S-2 system is the latest 

design of wide-band video amplifier* This amplifier has a bandwidth of 

35 Mc/sec and a voltege gain of ICO which gives a 1-ln. deflection on the 

(2) H. ffallman, R. L. Report No. 224 
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5-ln. lemn «hau • video signal of 1-volt la applied at the input. In order 

to achieve this band-width with amplifier tubss new available it la necessary 

to ran the tube« above their rated plate and screen dissipations. Tbia la 

avoided by pulsing the tubes in the last two stages at a duty cycle of 

30 par oent. The circuit for this amplifier and its accompanying pulsing 

circuit is shown in Fig. 11. The sweep speeds available on the A-acope of 

this unit range fron 20 in/usee to 0.0005 in./usao, i.e., 40 yards to 1000 

■lies for the full sweep, The pulsed section can be delayed along with the 

■weep so that signals at any range of the entire sweep can be presented on 

the fastest sweep. 

The video amplifier used on the PPX of the S-2 system is similar to 

that used on the D2-1 and Jl-1 indicators, with the exception that an 

improved circuit is used which results in a bandwidth of 12 He/sec. This 

amplifier also drives the PPI across a 75-ohm load. 

V. OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF gBflBaSefiB SfifflB 

When the use of the short pulaes ie considered, the first question which 

arises is what Is gained or lost In using them? The net gain or loss depends 

on the purpose for which they are to be used, as well as such factors as 

the maximum power obtainable at the different pulse lengths, the maximum 

power consumption for the different radar units, end the loss in signal to 

noise ratio in going to shorter pulse lengths. 

If the peak power output from a magnetron Is kept constant for all pulse 

lengths, then the energy per pulse la directly proportional tu tho pulse 

length. Similarlly the energy in the signal return from a solid reflector 

will vary directly as the pulse length. If the receiver band-width, and 

sweep length on the indicator of the radar system &re kept at an optimum 

value, then the aifnal return from s sol'.o reflector would decrease by a 
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fester of 10 if the pulse length were diorNMd to 1/LO. Ihis would »MO • 

Iocs of 10 db In signal intensity, or a decrease of 4Ä In rang* on toon • 

tarnt. This would bo dlsadvantageoua to * system primarily interested in 

• high signal to nolao ratio on long-range targets. However, the actual leas 

need not be this groat because the magnetron will give higher peak power 

out-puts at the shorter pulses and the repetition frequency can be increased 

due to the lower duty cycle. The increase in signal to noise ratio due to 

change in repetition frequency is proportional to the square root of the 

ratio of the repetition frequencies. The increase in peak power output fron 

the magnetron la roughly inversely proportional to the square root of the 

pulse length aa la shown in the graph in Pig. 7. A calculation of the loss 

In signal strength expected on the D2-1 system is given in Table II. 

TABU XX. Calculation of the signal loss expected when the system la 
operated at 0.03 «see instead of 1 useo. 

Pulse length ratio 

pulse 
power ratio 

Repetition frequency 
ratio 

0.03 useo 

«5- 
1000 

14 db 

-6db 

-2» 
5 db 

The resultant loss in going to the shorter pulse is 5 db instead of the 

14 db one would expect due to pu3.se length variation alone. 

Since short pulses are used primarily for signal definition, any 

examination of such signals «ill be done on expanded sweeps. Tests have 

shown that the optimum sweep speed to be used on an A-acope or PPI for 

maximum signal to noise ratio is one in which the signal is approximately 

1 mm long. This would correspond to a 10 mile sweep of a 5" ce-ihode ray tuba 
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fatal IHM signal er • 1 au» «map for 0*10 nseo, «ad 0.3 alia sweep for 

a 0.09 naee signal. This sweep speed would be quit« sufficient for the 

«lose M—Inatioa of signals. However If the sweep speed is doubled or 

halved, the presentation loss amounts to approximately 1 db on an A-soopo, 

aad approximately 0,5 db for a PPZ. Thus the optinum condition for 

viewing signals corresponds to that used in the examination of most 

signals« However, this is not too important, because such careful 

examination of most signals is carried out when the signals are much stronger 

than noise* 

Extensive operational tests using the various pulse lengths available 

have been made on various targets such as planes end land targets* The 

results agree reasonably well with those predicted. Intensity tests at 

pulse lengths of 1*0 nseo, 0*25 »see and 0.1 »see were made on a TEH 

airplane. The peak power out-put and the repetition frequency were held 

constant for all pulse lengths. In addition the sweep speeds on the 

indicators and the i-f pass band were held at the optimum value for 

alniana loss. The results are plotted on the graph in Fig. 12. As oan 

be seen, the loss in going from 1.0 »sec to 0.1 »sec corresponds to the 

value predicted by theory. These measurements were taken in the manner 

described in a Radiation Laboratory report/*' 

Intensity test3 were also mr.de at pulse lengths of 0.2$, 0.10, 

0*05« and 0.03 nsee on two strong land signals. The peak power and 

repetition frequency were kept constant at all pulse lengths. Tho data 

are given in Table III. 

(3) L. B. Llnford, Radiation Laboratory Report Ho. 64-10 
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TABLE III. Operational data showing a comparison between the theoretical 
and observed decrease in signal strength from targets for decreased pulse 
lengths* 

Pulse length  Observed signal.    Observed       Theoretical 
Signal   in asec Intensity in db  difference ir db  difference in db 

0.25 15 

0.10 11 

0.05 a 
0.03 :5 

0.25 30 

0.10 2b 

0.05 25 

0.03 20 

3 

3 

3 

3 

A 

3 

2.2 

U 

3 

2.2 

The results agree with tho values predicted by theory, with the exception 

of the 0.03 »sec piusc. The adder" loss at this pulse length resulted from 

the fact that the receiver i-f ,v. .0 band was too narrow (!"■• Uc/oec *.. used 

for 0.10, 0.05, and 0.03 pseo pilnus), and tc .jsaccuracles in making fcbe 

measurements. 

The signal return freie an air plane or fixed target coraee from the 

front or visible surface of the ttrje-t. The total energy in a ra.lar pulse 

is contained in a volume vhoun  jrosa section is determined by the beam iridth 

of the antenna bean, and \.hose dej-tb is determined by the radar pulse length. 

In the case of reflection from a solid object, all of the energy incident 

upon the reflecting surface of the object will he reflected or e.Horbed. 

In the case of clouds cr T.lndcw, the signal return somes fron a large nunher 

of individual reflectors distributed throughout the volume determined by the 

radar pulse. If tho pulse length is decreased, this voJume is decreased 
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and hence the cumber of reflectors« or the eff»stive reflecting area, i;i 

reduced.    Thus, for clouds or winder;., the effective reflecting aavia depones 

on the ulze of the cloud and oa the ruicr pulee length uncd, wliil3 in the 

oaae of a solid object, th9 ef-ectivo reflecting •-•< 5 is lode;* r"0: i tf the 

radar pulse length and depands coly oa vlit size of oLe object itself«   Henou, 

the use of short pulses shc.ilü ciecrinii. inte batrceu clouds ard solid tea-gets 

in favor of the latter.   If the piltie length treu reduced fr-ca 5 JON t» 

0.10 urec, the signal inten3i';y loon en clouds vith -ocpest -bo lite signals 

should be 17 db.   Exporirietlal J.ntojsjity tcrts :t..do on cloud?, end lerci   signals 

indicatnd a loss of 18 db.    Si'jfler -bests on viator glxt. zsspict i>> CJC 

airplano indicate the semo ro3'iltn.    The- PPI photographs is fig. 13 al.of 

bow the cloud intensity dacroas&s t/lth <.lerrs:iLir,j pulse Lcrgti. 

An Ideal ruder ayoteia la on? which urn prsir.t a P?Z picture in wiich 

the upot slue of the sierra?, oa the PPI is identical So. size to t.V eoivcjspondirg 

object on ar toritil photograph c^ual in ai:e to ifco PPI picture,    "n orsler 

for this to bo podsibls, it wool-d 'ae necessary t> havj en curbewu .ictt^'n 

of infinitely narrow? beam width; e trfcraaittfti \viich tiinrniit., JJILK.'  eiorter 

in duration than any object ithic'i will give r. rt flectloii;: a roocirar vita a 

peas band wide enough to receive auch a polos.  sad an indicator* with 1. 3pot 

size small enough to distinctly puirt the 2 naj.lt 3t signals received.   At the 

present time, such requirements cariiot !>CJ nst, 1 at 2 comparison 'i>itt*2 ::i a 

radar picture of three years ago with tie I *st Lresaatetion yet a'jtainerl 

as shunr in Fig. 1A Tii.ll sho* htv much progress has oaex ;oado Jit diis  lirectLom 

The PPI photograph taken three jeers ero vac ta!tjn en the sxporinartel .3-ban-i 

systen Jl-1.   The antenna beam»ii»th *a.s 5 degrees, tha JAIIBW Imgij w#s 

1 usoc and the presentation was .f a five mile s?oer length.    The Charles 

River Basin is just vlnible in the contor of *vh: pictui3.    Ths most recent 

photograph ras tckco o^ t*;.-   .'-1 i.;v  . 1.    Tfcs    1 1      .   I .:' iafeei-j. 



the palm length was 0.03 /isec and the presentation «as of a one-mils sweep 

length. In this photograph the Charles River Basin is clearly visible, as 

veil as the buildings on the M.I.T. campus. 

Since radar systems have an antenna pattern with a finite beam width, a 

target some distance from the radar nystam «111 appear es an arc on the PPI. 

Since this beam width cannot bo decreased at will, one might question fie 

advisability of using a pulse longth short encv^i to make range discrimination 

much better than asi-jith definition at the ranj . of the target being 

examined. A study of the photographs in Fig. 75 will shov how much is gained 

ic signal identification by jcing to shorter pulses. These photographs show 

the one-mile azimuth presentation for tna Jl«l in going frou 5 USJC down to 

0.10 nsec. 

The related problem of range definition versus azimuth definition is 

illustrated in Fig. 16. Here, ono photograph shows the snapping proinced by 

using a narrow antenna pattern (1.5°) and relatively long rulsaa (l ;iuec), 

while the other shows the mapping produced by n brood antenna pttt.,ern (5°) 

and short pulses (0.10 usec). Much more signal definition is afforded by 

lie broad beam anl short pulse presentation. 

The ldenl solution, as stated previously, .Is to decrease both tte 

beam width and the pulse length. The best ejxaple of tliis obtainad ttius far 

is the photograph in fig. 17. This is a photograph of tsierils received on 

the X-band S-2 system at 0.03 Jiaoo pulse length and 0.6° intecut beam and 

displayed or. a two-iAle FPI sweep. Since the antenna is located much higher 

than the suriounding buildings and since the ooam is so narrow in elevation, 

only a limited region around M.l.T. is fuT;- illuminated, '.'his region 

illuminated depends on the engle of olevation of the antenna syptem. The 

uccospanying map and aerial phofiopraphs saw how taich cun be distinguished 
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Za the use of these very short pulses, very many Interesting facts 

have been observed. In general« buildings and solid objects give a very 

steady signal return, while trees, boats, birds, and flags give a signal 

which fluctuates quite rapidly. The ausliest targets thus far observable 

are seagulls, skaters, buoys, lamp posts, flags and row-bcats. Subway 

trains can easily be followed over the Longfellow bridge. 

An additional advantage gained by the use of short pulses is the 

decrease in minimum range. The minimum range on a target obtained on the 

D2-1 FPI is a turret 25 feet away. The minimum range at which a target is 

detected on the A-acopo is 3 feet. The target was a corner refleotor held 

outside the turret. This minimum range is much lees than has been required 

as yet, but it does indicate that such minimum ranges are possible. 

One problem met in the PPI presentation of short pulses on short sweeps 

starting at the transmitter is that of aide lobes and signals caused by 

secondary reflection from near-by radomes, walls, etc. Since the signal 

intensity from any target follows the inverse fourth power law, a target 

near-by will give a much stronger signal than one some distance away, and 

in some cases, the side lobes from such near-by targets ai-e streng enough 

to show on the PPI. These side lebe signals end secondary reflections con 

be eliminated by the use of a sensitivity time control unit. This unit can 

be used to decrease the receiver Rain immediately following the initial 

pulse, then allowing +<he gain to increase following an exponential curve* 

With such a circuit it la pooaible to present ueaz—by signals unsaturated 

while noise is showing on the outer edge of the scope. This same unit has 

been used successfully on the AEW to help reduce the masking of eignals due 

to sea clutter. 

As a countermeasure against enojy interference the value of short-pulse 

radar systems depends, on the type of interference. For ccufusion interference 
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such M clouds, window, and sea return, the use of short pulses is valuable 

Inasmuch as such signals are discriminated against in favor of more solid 

targets as discussed earlier. In the case of permanent echoes, short pulses 

are valuable in that they make possible greater signal definitions and hence 

decrease the possibility of confusion c&ueed by large blocks of solid signals■ 

The ability to identify certain factories, gas tanks, off-shcre signals, is 

very valuable in aerial navigation. The photographs In Figs« 15, 16( and 17 

amply illustrate this fact. 

Unfortunately, enomy interference Is not limited to such forms as 

mentioned previously. Other types of interference include various forms of 

c-w Jamming, railings, noise, and false signals. The wide band receivers 

necessary for short pulees are quite vulnerable to these types of jamming 

because they will receive such signals over their entire pass banc?. Other 

countermeasures such as back biasing, railing suppression, and fast time 

constants must be used in the receivers under such jamming conditions. 

Since the uses to which a radar set can be put are many and varied, the 

choice of pulse length depends on the function of he radar set. If the 

radar system is an early warning system where caxlimuB signals to noise is 

most important, it *ould be urorf.se to nae short pulses. On the other hand, 

If the set is to be used in navigation, fire control, or in such tasks 

where accurate ranging and signal definition are most important, short pulses 

would be very valuable. 

If a system is to serve one specific purpose then the pul.se length 

best suited for that purpose should ''*> used. If the system is to be used 

for a variety of purposes, then several different pulse lengths should *>e 

available. 
Vem.] Jo3<*phson 
November 30, 1945 
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FIG. 2 -   PHOTOGRAPH    OF    S-2    SHORT   PULSE    MODULATOR 
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FI6.II    DIAGRAM   OF   35 MC/SEC   VIDEO   AMPLIFIER 
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FIG. 13- PHOTOGRAPHS   SHOWING   THE   DECREASE   IN   CLOUD   SIGNALS 
WITH   DECREASING   TRANSMITTER    PULSE    LENGTH. 
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ABSTRACT: 

Investigations have been carried out on the problems of producing short pulses and the necessary 
equipment for utlllzing these pulses. Modulators capable of producing pulses as short as 0.02 micro 
sec have been built and tested. A receiver with an IF pass band of 35 mcps and a video ampllfler 
and A-scope with a pass band of 35 mcps have been bullt and tested. Three dlfier ent types of 
magnetrons, 725A, LVX, and 4150 have been tested on short pulse operation with good results. 
Radar operational tests using s hort pulse equipment Indicate that short pulses are quite valuable 
!n combating confusion types of Interference and !n obtaln!ng good s ignal def1llition, but are not 
recommended for long range operation, or where any types of electrical Interference are presenL 
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